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Mastermind netflix true story

In October 1994, he was awarded the 2008 World Cup. Taking advantage of the holiday weekend, criminal organisers entered the building without causing permanent damage. They spent almost a day inside, walking away with enough money to classify the piece as the Heist of the Century. Netflix's new series The
Great Heist (original title: El robo del siglo) is inspired by this true story. The text continues below the ad Vanguardia's previous article reveals, the thieves allegedly spent about three months preparing for the heisty deed, establishing links with various gangs and members of the police, as they moved on. They allegedly
originally intended to confiscate a much smaller amount of money. As El Tiempo asks, they allegedly extended the operation after learning how much money was stored inside the vault. Source: NetflixArticle continues below the adColombia's Banco de la República urged every bank, financial and commercial institutions,
to revise the currency serial numbers they handle on October 21, 1994, just days after the robbery, according to a previous UPI article. The bank is thought to have identified the banknotes. It is understood they abolished the value of the stolen banknotes, making them unfit for use. The crime has led to permanent
damage to banking infrastructure in northern parts of the country, causing significant delays in most branches. The text continues below the adSource: NetflixAccording for El Heraldo, Benigno Suárez Rincón, better known as Don Pacho, was the brains behind the operation, alongside Alexander Flórez Salcedo. They
managed to recruit then-Police Lieutenant Juan Carlos Carrillo Peña, Sijín Chief Jaime Bonillo Esquivel, Lieutenant César August Barrera and Second Lieutenant Jairo Albert Barón. Fabio Guillermo Guzmán was later identified as liaison with uniformed men from a financial institution. The text continues below the adElkin
Susa, better known as Camilo, was a robbery financier, helping with 120 million pesos as well as welding equipment to access the vault. The robbers were eventually caught, and Esquivel surrendered for the first time on January 1st. He would later be killed in 2004.Bank manager Marco Emilio Zabala was also linked to
the robbery, although he has always maintained his innocence. He was sentenced to 28 months behind bars and released in 1998. The text continues below the ad Netflix's six-episode series captures an extensive period of preparation and the aftermath of what has since become known as one of the biggest money
heis committed in the 1990s. The focus of the drama is Chayo (Andrés Parra), the owner of a jewellery store overloaded with serious trouble; his old associate, Molina (Christian Tappán), who is nicknamed The Lawyer; and two others, Doña K (Marcela Benjumea) and Dragon (Waldo Urrego). Source: NetflixArticle
continues below the ad Nearly six hours of screening time, the series shows how the damn group set out to prepare for a ghastly deed, a labor-heavy, unexpectedly complicated process of robbing a vault and the complications they had to face after the robbery. His vividly detailed characters and brilliantly designed
narrative arc have already received huge applause from critics, and Lou Thomas of the NME has so much compared it to Sidney Lumet's 1975 cult-classic drama, titled Dog Day Afternoon. The big heist will become available on Netflix on Aug. 14. 1 nomination. See more awards » Learn more Edit David Ghantt reveals
the true meaning of adventure far beyond your wildest dreams. He's an uncomplicated man stuck in a monotonous life. Day after day, he drives an armored car, transporting millions of other people's money without escaping in sight. The only glimmer of excitement is his flirtatious work crush Kelly Campbell soon luring
him into the scheme of a lifetime. Along with a group of half-brained criminals led by Steve Chambers and an absurdly guilty robbery scheme, David manages the impossible and makes $17 million in cash... The only problem is he stupidly hands over money to this wild group of double crossword puzzles and is set to
take over the fall. With thugs blowing millions on lavish and ridiculous luxuries, they leave behind a glaring trail of evidence. Now on the run and overhead, David must evade the authorities, avoid the hilarious killer, Mike McKinney, and try to turn the tables on those he trusted most. By Relativity Plot Summary | Plot
Synopsis Taglines: I'm with stupid. See more » Biography | Comedy | Crime Certificate: K-7 | See all certificates » Parent guide: See content tips » Edit Jason Sudekis and Kristen Wiig would star in Downsizing (2017). See more » (about 54 min.) When the real Michael McKinney tries to chase after David, cars are shown
driving around - even though the previous shot had people wandering down the street. See more » David Ghantt: I'm here, sugar bush. Don't worry about anything. See more » Already gone written and performed by Heavy Young Heathens courtesy of Twelvesixty, LLC. See more » User reviews Edit official Facebook |
Official Page Publish Date: 14 October 2016 (Finland) See more » Also known as: Locos de mentes See more » North Carolina, USA See more » Edit budget: $25,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $6,541,205, 2 October 2016 Gross USA: $17,368,022 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $29,674,699 See more
on IMDbPro » Broadway Video, Michaels Goldwyn, Relativity Media See more » Runtime: 95 min Page ratio: 1.78 : 1 See full technical specifications » Evil Genius : the true story of America's most diabolical bank (Trailer) Evil Genius: The True Story of America's Most Diabolical Bank Heist: Season 1 (Podcast) The
Great Heist spoilers follow.Netflix's The Great Heist is the exciting story of a group of thieves breaking into a Bank of the Republic in Colombia and stealing over 24 billion pesos. It's based on a robbery that took place in 1994. But this adaptation changes many major events, leaving out key details while combining or
changing almost all of the main characters. What was the real story? The actual mastermind was a high-ranking member of the Netflix drug cartel In the series, the brains behind the action is Chayo. He's been a fraud and a thief his whole life. Chayo also runs a jewelry store as a front, so his wife and daughter believe all
the money he makes is from a legitimate source. He's in terrible debt at the beginning of the series, especially since his last robbery failed spectacularly. Chayo decided to break into the Columbia bank vault. The money he needs to finance it all comes from the mob threatening to kill him if he doesn't double their
investment. In reality, the leader of the robbers was Benigno Suárez Rincón. He was a lieutenant in the notorious Medellin cartel under drug lord Gonzalo Rodriguez Gach, until Gacha's murder in 1989. That meant he himself held one of the highest-level positions in a cartel led by Gacha and Pablo Escobar. A few years
after Gacha's death, Suárez Rincón participated in a high-profile robbery. He didn't take the robbery out of a position of weakness and debt, as the show implies. There's also no evidence that his financier got the money for the robbery from the mob. Even if he were, it's highly unlikely that a man like Suárez Rincón would
have been threatened in the same way as Chayo.There was no real tension between the main Netflix plotters The main story in the series is that Chay's robbery partner, Molina, has a lot of resentment toward him. In his latest robbery, Chayo insisted they had more time to escape. But they were caught by a guard and
Molina was shot, leaving him with permanent kidney damage. Molina initially refuses to engage in Chay's new plan, but eventually reluctantly joins so he can get the money he needs for a kidney transplant. At one point in the planning phase Molina is considering leaving because she doesn't trust Chay. When it takes a
lot longer to break through the vault and the next shift of guards arrives, Molina angrily states that Chayo leads them to suicide again. He refuses to heed Chay's assurances and even considers leaving his hotel room, opposite the bank, where he helps Chay coordinate the robbery. In real life, Suárez Rincón's second in
command was Alexánder Flórez Salcedo. They both worked together for years as lieutenants in Gacha's drug cartel. There is no hint of deep resentment or tension between them. No one in the gang had. Problems. A gang leader didn't walk into a Netflix Chayo bank alone is at the center of a gang attack in the Great
Heist. He's right there at the bank, guiding his group through all the difficulties they face in breaching the vaults. Andrés Parra, who plays Chay, spoke to El Colombiano about how it was a particularly positive feature of his character. It caught my attention that he wasn't just the brains of the organization, but that he had
the courage and the courage to come in, because these characters tend to stay out there and watch... from the street. In the planning phase, it's Chayo who convinces the police lieutenant to distract them so the gang can get into the bank. He's also talking to a security guard who agrees to help them. However, Suárez
Rincón coordinated the entire operation from a hotel room opposite the bank. It was his second commanding officer, Flórez Salcedo, who took the men to the vault. In the show, the positions are reversed and it's Molina who's in the hotel room. Real Brain also recruited Bonilla Esquivel, a lawyer and former investigator to
help him coordinate the attack. Bonilla spoke to their security guard inside and many officers during the robbery and in the planning stages. Suárez Rincón ensured that neither the police officers nor the security guard had any idea what he looked like, a precaution chayo never takes on the show. Governor César was
associated with a crime The show never mentions that the state governor was involved. Lieutenant Caicedo, one of the participants in the robbery, admitted that the gang initially took some money to Governor Cerchar's property. They believed it was one place the police wouldn't be able to get into. After Caiced's
confession, the police raided the property. Nothing was found. But some time after the robbery took place, police discovered a large number of bills with serial numbers of stolen money on one of the governor's farms. Cerchar was, in fact, very corrupt. In 2009, he was sentenced to 24 years in prison for various crimes.
The series omits many of the events that led to their Netflix filming In the series, Estiven, a getaway driver, has a boyfriend Miguel, who is a police officer. Estiven tells Miguel about the robbery and indicates they could get more money from the loot by threatening Dragon, another gang member. With Miguel at the helm,
corrupt police raided Dragon's home and threatened to kill his family if he didn't tell them the location of his money. The dragon capitulates, but they believe it has another sedid deposit stored elsewhere. His family assures him to go to the police station. He confesses and gave himself up to Lieutenant Monroy, a police
officer who works for the gang he believes was behind the raid. In return, Monroy disowned Molina. Dragon is partly based on Bonilla Esquivel. He was the first to admit his role in the robbery to the authorities. Bonilla claimed he feared for his life because some of the The police involved threatened to kill him if he ever
said anything about their part of the robbery. It wasn't a question of extortion for money, as the show suggests. Years later, the bigger picture behind why Bonilla surrendered was discovered by 'Fabio', one of the gang leaders who anonymously shared his story with journalist Serrano Zabal. According to 'Fabio', the rest
of the gang encouraged Bonilla to turn himself in after Bonilla's description was published in the media. Some, including 'Fabio', even gave him some of their money to persuade him. The gang believed Bonilla's arrest was imminent and hoped that if he surrendered, he would receive a lesser sentence and have less
incentive to expose his co-conspirators. So Bonilla confessed because of media coverage, gang influence and threats from certain police officers. In the end, Bonilla gave up a few names and was a reason to catch Fabio. But his confession wasn't the only reason some of the gang got caught. Authorities have already



suspected many officers who have had control of surveillance units and patrols around the bank since they withdrew just as a van carrying billions left the bank. The gang leader's family meltdown never happened Netflix Chay's family on the show has no idea he's a criminal. But then his wife recognizes that Dragon, the
man from whom the papers were identified as one of the robbers, is someone Chayo introduced her to. He realizes that some of the accounts in their house match the serial numbers of the stolen loot. Chayo denies knowing anything about the robbery by stating that he never received money from the man. When
confronted with stolen money, he admits to being a thief his whole life. The jewelry store is simply a front: their real money comes from his criminal activity. She can't stand his betrayal and leaves their house with his daughter. For Suarez Rincón, however, this has never been a problem. For years, he was a high-ranking
member of a drug cartel, so his wife was aware of his criminal ties. She wouldn't leave him for the robbery. In 1996, police arrested 12 people and killed 12 people. The series indicates that the ringleader was caught in the mountains and confessed who he was. But that's not how detectives identified him. A source
revealed to El Tiempo that police intercepted him leaving the farm, but Suarez did not respond to his name being called. However, a female detective tricked him by asking about his wife Odilia and revealed his identity by stating that she was in Bogoti. She didn't just disappear and leave him. Suarez Rincón knew exactly
where he was. In many ways, the true story is even more remarkable than anything the show shows on screen. The Great Heist is now available to watch on Netflix.Digital Spy has launched its first digital magazine with exclusive features, interviews and videos. Access this release with free test drive, only on Apple
News+. Interested in digital spy's weekly newsletter? Sign in to send it directly to your inbox. This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users order their e-mail addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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